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Our vision 

The year is 2050. Paekakariki is a popular destination not only for visitors from the 
Wellington region but also international tourists. The coastal highway and railway 
provide welcome vistas in contrast to the Transmission Gully motorway. Residents 
have as their backdrop an outstanding landscape stretching from Paekakariki to 
Pukerua Bay. 
 
Paekakariki is a centre for walking and biking. Just 10 minutes away from the railway 
station, a visitor can be in native bush filled with tui and kereru – a similar experience 
to visiting Kapiti Island. This valley is Waikakariki, and the sounds of railway and road 
have disappeared. All you can hear are the birds and the stream trickling below. 
Bands of kakariki flash past, chattering and displaying their vivid colours. There are 
well graded tracks making it easy to walk to the head of the valley and another track 
sidling up the hill to the ridge on the top where you can view historic kumara pits. The 
bush consists of mahoe, coprosmas, manuka, kanuka and the occasional cabbage 
tree, and there are many kohekohe and titoki emerging through the canopy. Some 
trees have been planted by volunteers since 2014 but most are from natural 
revegetation. In the shade underneath are kawakawa and a variety of ferns. As you 
walk to the upper part of the valley, you encounter open areas filled with flax and 
native shrubs. Instead of having to retrace your steps, you can follow a graded track 
to the ridgetop to sit on a bench and admire the views along the coast.  
 
Some people prefer a shorter walk, so you can drive to the carpark at Hairpin Bend 
on the Hill Road. From here, you can walk in the bush up Hairpin Gully and then 
cross over into Waikakariki, or even go south towards Pukerua Bay along the Te 
Araroa track.  
 
The graded tracks make climbing the hills easy, especially when there are so many 
places you can stop and read the informative signs about the area’s history, plants 
and birds. One explains that birds use this bush to cross over to Mount Wainui and 
eventually reach the Tararuas. Another explains how the flood of 2021 was far less 
damaging due to the area being retired from farming. Accessing the QR links with 
your smartphone to learn about plants and birds provides an enhanced learning 
experience when actually in the bush, and the helpful track information, maps and 
signs make planning your route easy.  
 
On your return to Paekakariki village, you admire the Paekakariki Station Escarpment 
which is a mixture of bush and rounded clumps of coprosma, with a band of cabbage 
trees and nikau along the road. At the cafe in Beach Road, you rave to people about 
your experience in the bush. They remind you that this would not be possible without 
the foresight of our ancestors in 2014 to retire Perkins Farm from grazing and restore 
it to forest. 
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Summary  

The Perkins escarpment running through the Kapiti district is considered an 
outstanding landscape under the draft Kapiti Coast District Council plan.  The 
Greater Wellington Council regional statement also recognises the Paekakariki 
escarpment as being a landscape of regional significance. The sale of Perkins Farm 
as part of the Transmission Gully project provides an opportunity to further enhance 
environmental values of the area by returning the escarpment to a curtain of 
indigenous vegetation that is the backdrop to community living.  
 
It is the view of Nga Uruora that the escarpment area should be retired from farming. 
From both an economic and environmental perspective, we believe that retiring the 
land from grazing represents the best use of the steep erosion-prone land. For 
example, in order to undertake best-practice farming on this land, extensive and 
costly fencing work would need to be undertaken, which would include fencing 
remnants of high-value kohekohe forest. 
 
The Perkins Farm’s escarpment is the natural ‘book end’ to the restoration Nga 
Uruora is carrying out on the escarpment from Paekakariki Hill Road through to 
Pukerua Bay. It would become part of the wider project to bring back the dawn 
chorus to the Kapiti Coast. 
 
This plan was developed to restore the main steep valleys and escarpment faces of 
Perkins Farm to recreate coastal forest and cliff and plant communities similar to 
those expected to have occurred on the soils and landforms present within the Cook 
Strait, Wellington and Tararua ecological districts immediately prior to human 
colonisation (Appendix 1). 
 
Figure 1: Perkins Farm escarpment 

 
Source: Ken Fraser 

Hairpin Gully 

Waikakariki Gully 

Paekakariki Station Escarpment 
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Our ideas fall into two parts: 
 
For Waikakariki and Hairpin Gullies (see Figure 1): 
1. Retire both gullies from grazing to allow grasses to grow rank. This will help 

reduce runoff during heavy rain events. 
2. Control pests and weeds. 
3. Plant groups of eco-sourced native plants on the slopes of both catchments to 

provide seed sources for forest expansion. 
4. Thereafter allow gullies to regenerate naturally. 
 
For the Paekakariki Station Escarpment (see Figure 1): 
1. Retire from grazing. 
2. Remove the serious weeds: pampas, wattle and boxthorn. Weed control needs to 

begin as soon as possible to prevent a much larger problem emerging. 
3. Plant a band of native trees and shrubs alongside SH1 for both amenity value and 

to reduce fire risk. 
4. Allow the upper slopes to regenerate naturally while, where possible, adding 

some new seed sources. 
5. Control pests. 
 
We support the proposals developed by Grow Paekakariki for the restoration of the 
lowland areas of Perkins Farm. This report should be read in association with the 
2012 Grow Paekakariki report (Hughes, 2012). 
 
Revegetating Perkins Farm escarpment is long-term project that will require 
community involvement. The pace of revegetation will depend on the eventual 
ownership and funding and subsidies able to be accessed. 
 
Nga Uruora has prepared this document to stimulate discussion about future land 
use on part of Perkins Farm. This is an initial report, and further detailed work is 
required. We suggest a meeting of all interested parties be organised, hosted by Nga 
Uruora. As well as the various agencies with an interest in the farm, this would 
include the neighbouring restoration groups of Friends of Queen Elizabeth Park and 
Guardians of Whareroa Farm. This would allow ideas for ownership and revegetation 
to be debated. 

Introduction 

Nga Uruora – Kapiti Project Incorporated (NUKP) is an award-winning community 
based eco-restoration project that is registered with the Charities Commission. NUKP 
was set up in 1997 to reverse the drastic decline of coastal Kapiti forest. The 
organisation has the aim of creating a continuous ribbon of bird-safe native forest 
running from Porirua through to Waikanae. The vision is to bring Kapiti Island’s dawn 
chorus back to the coast.  
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Figure 2: NUKP escarpment revegetation 2008 and 2012 

  

Source: Peter Kentish 

 
NUKP’s key area of interest has been the escarpment between Paekakariki and 
Pukerua Bay. Since 1997, NUKP has grown and planted over 50,000 trees in many 
different locations on this escarpment. The Perkins Farm escarpment is directly 
adjacent to the area we have been working on. 
 
In the mid-1800s, Francis Wilson Smith and his brothers acquired land stretching 
from McKay's Crossing south to the Paekakariki Hills and to Pukerua Bay. They 
farmed this land with sheep, and Tunapo Station was established in 1850 by Francis 
Smith. After the 1870s, the escarpment was cleared of native forest and intensively 
grazed by sheep and cattle. In 2013, Perkins Farm was transferred to NZTA 
ownership, and the ownership and use of the farm is currently being considered.  
 
The farm has many similarities to the escarpment between Paekakariki and Pukerua 
Bay. NUKP has worked on this for some 15 years and has built up considerable 
institutional knowledge that can now be applied to the restoration of Perkins Farm. 
NUKP has knowledge of which native species grow best in the severe coastal 
conditions and has considerable expertise in how to successfully establish trees on 
the escarpment, managing factors such as selection of planting site, supply of 
groundwater, exposure to sun and wind, soil, steepness of slope, planting methods 
and follow-up. (See Appendix 2 for more information on NUKP.)  
 
This concept plan was prepared following a meeting held in October 2013. This 
meeting was chaired by the Kapiti Coast District Council and was attended by 
representatives of Greater Wellington Regional Council, the Department of 
Conservation, the Queen Elizabeth II National Trust, the New Zealand Walking 
Commission, the New Zealand Transport Agency, Grow Paekakariki, the Paekakariki 
Community Board and the Paekakariki Community Trust. The meeting requested 
submission of ideas in relation to the future of Perkins Farm.  

Our approach 

Atkinson (1994) defined ecological restoration as “management that aims to restore 
particular biotic communities to a condition more like that of a selected time period in 
the past”. However, unlike ambitious ecological restoration projects undertaken by 
agencies such as the Department of Conservation, our initial ideas are more modest:  
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• The scope is the very steep parts of the farm, namely the Paekakariki Station 
Escarpment, Waikakariki Gully (Fly-by-Wire) and Hairpin Gully. In this report, we 
do not include Te Puka Stream Gully, which potentially could also be part of a 
restoration project. 

• The focus is primarily on forest revegetation rather than the restoration of a full 
range of flora and fauna. The aim is to recreate coastal forest and cliff and plant 
communities similar to those expected elsewhere in the Cook Strait and 
Wellington ecological districts.1  

• We have taken a broad view based on publicly available scientific information 
about the area as well as local knowledge. This includes material included in the 
2013 Grow Paekakariki report, GNS reports following the 2003 floods and a farm 
report prepared for NZTA. 

• The cost of fencing in relationship to our proposals has not been assessed. 
However, we note that, in order to continue to farm this area, extensive repairs of 
existing fencing would be required.  

• No comment is made on issues such as track locations, possible public access 
points or signage. These questions need to be considered when a more detailed 
restoration plan is developed.2 

• We have worked closely with the Grow Paekakariki group and are supportive of 
their vision for the whole of Perkins Farm. Although not directly addressed in our 
own report, we also support the ideas for managing the lowland areas bordering 
Paekakariki, in particular, the restoration of Wainui Stream and Smiths Creek. We 
especially acknowledge the work undertaken by Paul Hughes in producing the 
Grow Paekakariki report. 

• We are also aware that plans are being developed to revegetate and restore 
other parts of the farm, namely the steep slopes above the developing 
Transmission Gully highway as part of mitigation required in constructing the 
highway.  

 
The overall aim of this report is to provide those considering the future of Perkins 
Farm some options for parts of the farm. This is very much stage 1 of a process, and 
more detailed work is required. In undertaking this process, we aim to engage with 
local restoration groups and the local community as well as the wider scientific 
community. 

How we prepared this report 

NUKP committee members Dr Ken Fraser and Dr Paul Callister prepared a first draft 
of this report, which involved marrying available scientific research with the 
organisation’s experience of restoring similar sites along with site visits to the 
watersheds of both gullies in September and October 2013. As part of the Grow 
Paekakariki group, Dr Callister has had meetings with a number of key agencies 
including the parks section and the biodiversity section of Greater Wellington 
Regional Council (GWRC), Department of Conservation, Kapiti Coast District Council 
(KCDC), Queen Elizabeth Il National Trust, the New Zealand Walking Commission, 
NZTA and KiwiRail. 

                                            
1
 We focus on restoring native forest with two key outcomes – bringing back the dawn chorus and 
reducing erosion. There are other potential environmental benefits, two of which are set out in 
Appendix 5. 

2
 The Grow Paekakariki report contains some suggestions about tracks in this area (Hughes, 2012). 
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This initial draft of the report was circulated to the Nga Uruora committee3 for 
comment and approval. We also asked Dr Murray Williams (Victoria University of 
Wellington) to comment on a draft. We appreciate his very useful input but 
acknowledge that the ideas presented in this report are those of the NUKP 
committee. 
 

                                            
3
 One committee member, Peter Rankin, is also on the Grow Paekakariki committee. 
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Our revegetation ideas 

Figure 3: Perkins Farm escarpment – aerial view 

 
 
Source: Google Maps 

Waikakariki and Hairpin Gullies 

The current situation 

Waikakariki Gully and the upper part of Hairpin Gully have been farmed for over a 
century. Both are steep and the area is mostly Class Vllle and Class Vlle erosion-
prone land that should be retired from grazing. At the heads of the valleys and in 

Hairpin Gully 

Waikakariki Gully 

Paekakariki Station Escarpment 
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major side valleys, there are already significant areas of erosion, made worse by the 
storm of 2003 (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4: Erosion in Waikakariki Gully following 2003 floods 

 
 
Copyright: GNS Science. Source: Hancox (2003). Figure 8 in the GNS report states “[t]hick gravel 
deposits in filling the bed of the upper Fly-by-Wire gully. Erosional terraces formed as the flood level 
decreased, but continued to transport gravel downstream. A considerable volume of gravel has been 
deposited in the upper parts of this gully. This material will gradually be eroded and carried 
downstream in future floods, even during smaller more frequent events, and deposited on the fan at 
the gully exit causing ongoing problems in that area.” 

 
These hillsides are considered outstanding landscape features under the KCDC plan. 
The GWRC regional statement recognises the Paekakariki escarpment as being a 
landscape of regional significance. 
 
Waikakariki Gully 

Waikakariki Gully currently has no significant pockets of mature forest. Some 
remaining stumps and logs suggest some large trees were in this gully in the past. 
Except in areas where sheep or cattle have been unable to reach, the surviving 
native plants are primarily those that are highly tolerant of browsing by sheep and 
cattle. Most would be considered weeds by farmers. The main regenerating native 
plant in this gully is tauhinu (Ozothamnus leptophyllus). Other native plants include 
kanuka (Kunzia ericoides) and coastal tree daisies (Olearia solandri). While some 
other native plants can be found on steep and inaccessible sites, in this gully, there 
are very few colonising trees such as mahoe (Melicytus ramiflorus), akiraho (Olearia 
paniculata), koromiko (Hebe stricta) and five-finger (Pseudopanax arboreus). At the 
base of the gully, some mature milk trees (Streblus banksii) can be found as well as 
isolated examples of titoki (Alectryon excelsus), karaka (Corynocarpus laevigatus) 
and kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile). A few struggling cabbage trees (Cordyline 
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australis) also remain. In the stream margins, there is no toetoe (Cortaderia toetoe) 
or tutu (Coriaria arborea) as one would expect in a regenerating forest area. There is 
some toetoe at the head of the gully. 
 
In addition, flax (Phormium cookianum) and propinqua (Coprosma propinqua), which 
could be expected to grow on some of the more exposed and steeper sites, are 
absent.  
 
Waikakariki Gully is relatively free from invasive weeds. However, there are some 
pockets of gorse. Aside from being a potential fire risk, we do not see gorse in this 
area to be a threat. In fact, in the long term, the spread of gorse should encourage 
the return of native forest in these gullies. 
 
If Waikakariki Gully were to be continued to be farmed, fencing along SH1 and 
Paekakariki Hill Road needs to be significantly improved. Over recent years, the 
fencing in these areas has proved to be ineffective, in part due to the very difficult 
terrain. One result is that sheep have escaped into the main escarpment plantings. 
The internal fences dividing the gully are also in poor condition. 
 
Hairpin Gully 

Parts of Hairpin Gully catchment are already regenerating. This includes a fenced off 
area within Perkins Farm known as Betty Perkins Reserve. This small area is 
predominantly a kohekohe forest, and there is much biodiversity, with the reserve 
containing mature titoki and matai (Prumnopitys taxifolia) as well as a range of 
pioneer species including kanuka, akiraho and the relatively rare native broom 
(Carmichaelia australis). After the area was fenced off from the sheep, the 
understorey very quickly rebounded. The area of forest has also started expanding 
naturally along margins of the existing mature forest. This has included regeneration 
in rank grass on the margins of the reserve by kanuka, akiraho and kohekohe. Since 
the area was fenced, Nga Uruora has undertaken pest control in the forest. There 
was minimal erosion in the reserve in the 2003 storm. 
 
The part of Hairpin Gully below the road is known as AT Clark Reserve, which is 
Kapiti Coast District Council land. The reserve already contains a mix of naturally 
regenerating kohekohe forest and former grassed areas area that have been planted 
in recent years by Nga Uruora. There was some erosion in the AT Clark Reserve 
during the 2003 storm primarily caused by slips coming off Perkins Farm, spreading 
across Paekakariki Hill Road and spilling down into the stream. Nga Uruora replanted 
these slip faces below the road after the storm, and these are regenerating well. 
Overall, the forest cover in this part of the gully protected these sections from 
significant erosion in the 2003 storm. The bottom part of the gully has been planted 
by Nga Uruora since 2008, and there is now good initial forest cover. 
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Figure 5: Hairpin Gully 

 
 
Source: Ken Fraser 

 
There are some pockets of heavily grazed degraded kohekohe forests on north 
slopes above the road, which are probably remnants of the original forest dating back 
to pre-colonial times. Some gully erosion has cut back into these forest remnants. 
Given the experience of natural restoration in Betty Perkins Reserve once these 
pockets are no longer grazed, we would expect them to start to regenerate and 
spread. This could be helped with some boundary shelter planting. Again, if Hairpin 
Gully were to be continued to be farmed, fencing along SH1 and Paekakariki Hill 
Road needs to be significantly improved. 
 
Figure 6: Grazed kohekohe forest, Hairpin Gully 

 
 
Source: Paul Callister 

AT Clark Reserve 

Betty Perkins Reserve 
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Retiring Waikakariki and Hairpin Gullies – the vegetation response 

By retiring the gullies from grazing, a slow process of natural regeneration will be 
started. Fencing may be needed if adjoining land is being grazed. Approximately four 
kilometres of fencing would be needed to isolate both gullies and the escarpment 
(see Figure 1).  
 
While much of the soil is thin and highly erodible, there are some areas with 
reasonable soils. There is also some fertility from many years of fertiliser 
applications. We would therefore expect that rank grass would quickly grow to a 
height of around 0.5 metres.  
 
There are thick stands of tauhinu on the south-east facing slopes, and these shrubs 
would help to break up the grass cover and create sheltered spaces where other 
native trees would grow. When the sheep are removed, the tauhinu is unlikely to 
spread so easily since the thick grass inhibits germination. Tauhinu spreads very 
successfully but only on grazed pasture that allows it to germinate, perhaps in soil 
disturbed by the sheep. 
 
The succession of native plants starting from the rank grass/tauhinu regime can be 
seen on some parts of the Paekakariki-Pukerua Bay escarpment and on Whareroa 
Farm. It can also be observed in other parts of Wellington. How this reversion to 
forest proceeds depends on a range of factors including the availability of seeds of 
other native plants.4 
 
Figure 7: Tauhinu reverting to native forest 

 
 
Source: Southern Environmental Association (http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/photograph/14526/tauhinu-
shrubland-west-wellington)  

 

                                            
4
 See http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/shrublands/page-2. 
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We have also observed that pohuehue (Muehlenbeckia complexa) is capable of 
germinating in the grass, and given time, it will gradually grow over the grass. On the 
Paekakariki escarpment between Paekakariki and Pukerua Bay, there are areas 
where pohuehue has taken over and the grass has almost disappeared. Typically, 
the pohuehue forms a thick flexible mat up to one metre thick, with a dense mass of 
roots.  
 
We have also seen examples of kanuka growing in rank grass, and in some places, 
other plants germinate. 
 
We expect germination of other native plants to be a slow process in the rank 
grass/tauhinu regime. However, several mechanisms may allow germination of 
natives. Examples are minor slips opening up bare soil, shading out of grass by 
tauhinu, bare rocky areas and possibly death of pohuehue or grass plants. 
 
To encourage growth of other natives, there must be a good supply of seed. Birds 
may carry in some seed from elsewhere, including eventually from the Transmission 
Gully-related mitigation plantings, but it will be helpful to give this seed spread some 
assistance. Hence, we propose to plant groups of native plants, especially those not 
currently in the valleys, to act as seed sources. Native plants would all be eco-
sourced, i.e. grown from seed collected in the same ecological district. In determining 
the full range of suitable plants, we will be guided by lists of plants developed by 
KCDC and GWRC ecologists. We have found that ngaio (Myoporum laetum), mahoe, 
akeake (Olearia avicenniifolia), various types of veronicas (Hebe sp.) and five-finger 
are some of the more successful species on the escarpment. Other natives would 
include taupata (Coprosma repens), propinqua, coastal tree daisies, cabbage trees, 
mountain flax, toetoe, manuka (Leptospermum scoparium), kanuka, wharangi 
(Melicope ternata), titoki and kohekohe. Potentially, we could add in some other 
forest species, such as matai and tawa (Beilschmiedia tawa). They would be planted 
close together for mutual support and distributed over both gullies so that seed 
reaches all areas.  
 
It has been suggested that poplar (Populus sp.) be planted to slow erosion (Hancox, 
2003). The role of revegetation in relation to slowing erosion is discussed in a 
following section. 
 
Protection against erosion in the Waikakariki and Hairpin Gullies 

As already noted, the Waikakariki and Hairpin Gullies are mostly Class Vllle and 
Class Vlle erosion-prone land. No matter how this land is managed, it will still be 
prone to erosion in large storm events and/or through earthquake activity. However, 
management of the gullies can help reduce the erosion risk. A number of studies 
have been undertaken in this area. One, produced for the KCDC, recommended a 
major extraction of gravel from the gullies. However, this option was never pursued. 
 
After the 2003 floods at Paekakariki, GNS produced a map showing the location of 
the eroded gullies (Figure 7) and additional photos of the erosion from this storm 
event (Appendix 3).  
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Figure 7: Location of eroded gullies 

 
 
Map of the Paekakariki area showing the main landslides, gully erosion features and debris flood 
deposits resulting from the flood of 3 October 2003. Copyright: GNS Science. Source: Hancox (2003). 

 
The damage originated with heavy rain being concentrated into the gullies producing 
debris flows in some gullies and debris floods in others. Large quantities of gravel 
and sediment were carried down into the main valley and deposited on the valley 
floor, with some material reaching as far as the railway and SH1. In 2013, 
examination of the valley slopes shows that the grazed grass is very short and offers 
hardly any power to absorb water or any resistance to the flow of water. No doubt 
this was the same in 2003, and the water would have flowed in sheets into the 
gullies. The contours are very smooth and lead directly into the heads of the gullies. 
The build-up time to peak flow would have been quite short. In addition to surface 
runoff, there would also be subterranean runoff through the thick covering of loose 
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material on the hills (Hicks, 2008). This runoff would also be concentrated into the 
gullies, producing a rise in groundwater pressure and loosening the material at the 
gully heads and sides, which results in steep escarpments. All loose gravels and 
sediments were carried down into the main valley. A lot of material was deposited at 
the head of the main valleys, and some was transported downstream by debris 
floods. 
 
In their 2003 report, GNS said there was no evidence of historical gully erosion on 
Perkins Farm as severe as during the October 2003 heavy rain event (Hancox, 
2003). More frequent heavy rain events localised on quite small areas may be a 
feature of our changing climate and global warming.  
 
We suggest that the damage from a heavy rain event would be considerably reduced 
by the water-absorbing properties of the rank grass and its resistance to surface flow. 
On these fertile soils, the grasses are likely to grow to about 0.5 metres, and the rank 
grass have a filtering effect and a high resistance to surface flow. The very high peak 
flows from grazed land would be considerably reduced. There would still be surface 
runoff into the gullies but smoothed out over time. Subterranean runoff plus the 
surface water would still cause some erosion of the gullies, but very destructive 
debris flows would be less likely. When banks of pohuehue grow over the grass, the 
absorption power and resistance to flow would be greater still. 
 
Heavy rain events could still cause transport of the loose material, a lot of which is 
already deposited in the main valleys. The most effective way of stopping movement 
of the material would be by building more gates across the valley. The gates already 
established in Hairpin Gully consisting of vertical rails and tyres are partly effective in 
stopping movement (Hicks, 2008). There is no gate in the upper parts of Hairpin 
Gully. In Waikakariki Gully, there are no gates at all.  
 
We propose that engineers investigate the feasibility, costs and benefits of gates built 
at intervals across the valley floor, preferably just downstream of actively eroding 
side gullies.  
 
Fuller (2013) suggests that planting poplars on the edges and around the heads of 
eroding gullies would stop active gully erosion. We agree that poplars may help 
reduce erosion since their roots are long and they grow fast. However, this is an area 
exposed to very strong salt-laden winds, and in this environment, poplars are likely to 
grow much slower than in sites such as the central North Island. It may be that native 
vegetation, while initially slower growing, would be a better option. 
 
We suggest that the combination of rank grasses with streamside plantings in the 
valleys would help reduce the rate of runoff and may reduce the risk of major debris 
floods. Some initial ideas for revegetation are outlined in Appendix 4. 
 
Paekakariki Station Escarpment 

Paekakariki is defined physically by four pillars that define the village area; the sea in 
front of us, Queen Elizabeth Park to the right, the rugged coast to the left, and the 
hills behind us. This land stands over us, lures us upwards, links us to the life of the 
inland forests, provides us with water to sustain us, and threatens us because we 
have stripped it bare. (Hughes, 2012) 
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The current situation 

The Paekakariki Station Escarpment is an important landmark seen close up by 
thousands of road and rail travellers every day, as well as providing a dramatic 
backdrop for Paekakariki residents. For many years, many Paekakariki residents 
have felt it would greatly benefit from restoration. 
 
The Paekakariki Station Escarpment is extremely steep and prone to rock falls. It is 
covered in a mix of grass, some native trees and shrubs, including stands of karaka, 
and invading weeds. The area is zoned as having very high erosion susceptibility in 
the proposed Kapiti Coast District Council Plan. 
 
Figure 8: Paekakariki Station Escarpment from Paekakariki village 

 
 
Source: Grow Paekakariki 

 
Revegetating the Paekakariki Station Escarpment 

The first step in revegetating the Paekakariki Station Escarpment would be 
permanently retiring it from grazing. A fence may be needed to keep stock off. If so 
this would need to be 1.4 kilometres long (see Figure 1).  
 
The next step would be removal of the exotic weeds, especially pampas (Cortaderia 
selloana), wattle (Acacia sp.) and boxthorn (Lycium sp.). This would be a big job, but 
Nga Uruora has considerable expertise in weed control. We consider weed control 
on this part of the escarpment is the highest-priority work that needs to be 
undertaken. 
 
Natural restoration of the escarpment would then be allowed to proceed without 
disturbance. Rank grass would grow over most of the area except under the trees. 
Propinqua is the native species that has been colonising the steep slopes for many 
years. Comparison of old railway photos from the end of the 19th century with the 
present day clearly shows how the propinqua has advanced. In contrast, there has 
been very little change in the native trees – many of the same trees are still standing, 
and few new ones have appeared. We would therefore expect that propinqua will 
gradually fill in the gaps between the trees and the open areas. We do not think that 
any planting should be attempted on the steep scree slopes. From experience, we 
know how difficult it is to establish plants on very exposed slopes without water 
supplies in hot summer weather. However, some planting of flax and other colonisers 
at the top of the escarpment may be worth considering as a potential seed source. 
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The toe of the escarpment needs special attention. It would be possible to plant the 
toe up to say five metres above the road or at least to the point where the slope 
becomes steeper. Species would be chosen both for their amenity value and their 
ability to withstand fire. This would include flax (P. tenax and P. cookianum), taupata 
and cabbage trees. Kowhai (Sophora microphylla) could be included to enhance the 
attraction. Within five years, there could be a very attractive border to the road. 
 
The escarpment continues to the south beyond the interruption of Waikakariki Gully, 
It is bisected by Paekakariki Hill Road, and it stretches towards AT Clark Gully. 
Above the road, it is very steep. Below the road, the escarpment has been neglected 
in recent years, and it is a formidable mixture of karo (Pittosporum crassifolium), blue 
morning glory (Ipomoea indica), pines (Pinus sp.) and most exotic weeds on the 
wanted list. Restoration of this part of the escarpment should probably be a later 
project, with priority given to its neighbour to the north. There may be sensitivity 
regarding removal of the pines since they have become part of Paekakariki scenery 
over the years. However, all the weeds below Paekakariki Hill Road could be 
removed so long as the area is planted before more weeds become established. 
Above Paekakariki Hill Road, there are big infestations of boxthorn that need 
attention. 

Fencing 

The boundary fences along SH1 and Paekakariki Hill Road are in a poor state. The 
internal fences dividing the main gullies are also in poor condition partly due to 
damage from the 2003 floods. The larger the area that is retired from farming, the 
lower the cost will be for fencing. If in fact the area we are suggesting to be retired 
directly bounds the area to be planted in relation to Transmission Gully mitigation 
work, then the additional fencing required in relation to our proposal will be relatively 
small. Further work will be needed to determine exact locations of possible fences. 

Pest control 

Some initial control of animal pests such as possums and stoats would start as soon 
as the sheep are permanently removed. Recently, GWRC placed bait stations at the 
base of many of the gullies. Possums damage the trees directly, but more 
importantly, possums, as well as mustelids and rats, prevent birds from colonising 
the newly forested gullies and so reduce the seed that is spread around by birds. 
Hares are also to be found on the farm and would need to be controlled. A detailed 
pest management plan would need to developed as part of detailed restoration 
planning. 

Monitoring 

Monitoring changes in vegetation and wildlife is an important part of ecological 
restoration. We propose that monitoring is started immediately. Photopoints will 
record the changes in vegetation; tracking tunnels the changes in mustelid, rat and 
other animal pests; and bird counts the changes in bird population. The records will 
be valuable in decision-making and steering the course of restoration. The 
information may also be valuable in other coastal restoration projects. It may be 
possible to experiment with different ways of establishing native trees in the gullies 
and on the escarpment, and monitoring would be an essential component of that 
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work. Nga Uruora already has photopoints in the gullies and the Paekakariki Station 
Escarpment dating back to 2009. 

Fire risk 

The most likely ignition sources would be along SH1 at the foot of the escarpment, 
and possibly the railway and Steam Incorporated. We suggest that flammable 
species such as manuka, kanuka and akeake are not planted next to the road. 
Instead, a band of more fire-resistant species should be planted next to the road 
including flax, cabbage trees, ngaio and nikau (Rhopalostylis sapida). There is a 
patch of manuka/kanuka near the road just north of Steam Incorporated.  
 
In our own plantings along the Paekakariki to Pukerua Bay escarpment, we have 
chosen plants along the railway and road boundaries to minimise fire risk. Much of 
this escarpment is covered in long grass and is potentially a fire risk that has to be 
managed as best we can. In the period Nga Uruora has been working on the 
Pukerua Bay-Paekakariki escarpment, there have been no major fires. 
 
Any restoration process will require a period where the area is subject to fire risk. The 
eastern hills of the Hutt Valley and Rimutaka Hill Road are both examples of areas 
with a high fire risk but that are now rapidly reverting to lower fire risk native forest. 
The use of fire breaks and the introduction of monsoon buckets carried by helicopters 
has greatly reduced the impact of fire in these two areas.  

Conclusion 

This is an initial report, and further detailed work is required in developing a robust 
restoration plan. As an example, as part of developing a more detailed replanting 
plan, we propose to invite the Botanical Society to visit the area and conduct a 
vegetation survey. Nga Uruora is also currently reviewing its pest control strategies 
and is including the escarpment areas of Perkins Farm in this review.  
 
In the meantime, while NZTA considers options for this land, we suggest a meeting 
of all interested parties to be organised, hosted by Nga Uruora. This would allow 
ideas for ownership and restoration to be discussed and would help determine ways 
forward.  
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Appendix 1: Ecological districts 

 
 
Source: Ward (2011) 
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Appendix 2: Our expertise 

NUKP’s expertise is based around: 
• operating three plant nurseries at local schools – since 1997, we have grown and 

planted over 50,000 trees in many different locations on the escarpment, and all 
plants have been grown from locally sourced seeds  

• animal pest control has been on-going for over two decades for possums and 
mustelids 

• weed control – we have operated a significant weed control programme both with 
paid staff and volunteers including significant contracts with KCDC and GWRC  

• planting programmes with survival rates typically over 80% (depending on 
season) over a variety of species. 

 
Over recent years, NUKP has endeavoured to better understand the flora, fauna and 
geology of the escarpment. This has included setting up bird count surveys and 
inviting experts to visit key ecological sites, for example, a plant survey of the main 
‘ecosite’ was carried out by the Wellington Botanical Society. NUKP has also hosted 
many visitors, including regular visits by students from Victoria University’s eco-
restoration master’s degree course.  
 
We have members with a wide range of expertise. This includes a former director of 
the Department of Conservation, a former director as well as deputy director of 
Grassland’s division of the DSIR, an economist who has undertaken cost-benefit 
analyses of erosion control schemes, as well as a range of current and former 
scientists.  
 
Our work has been recognised by a number of awards including a 2003 Wellington 
Conservation Award, 2007 Rata Community Partnership Award, 2012 Weedbusters 
Award and, in 2013, being named the overall regional winner of the Kapiti Region 
Voluntary Community Awards. 
 
Since NUKP began, the organisation has developed strong relationships with a wide 
variety of stakeholders. These include: 
• the communities of Paekakariki, Pukerua Bay and Raumati (including local 

schools)  
• neighbouring farmers  
• KiwiRail  
• Greater Wellington Regional Council  
• Department of Conservation  
• Kapiti Coast District Council  
• Porirua City Council  
• Te Araroa Trust. 
 
NUKP also has good working relationships with the nearby restoration groups of 
Guardians of Whareroa Farm and Friends of Queen Elizabeth Park.  
 
In 2012, NUKP gained formal support for our ecological restoration work from a local 
representative of Ngati Toarangatira and Te Ati Awa Ki Whakarongotai and Hapu ki 
Paekakariki. 
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Appendix 3: Erosion photos 

 
Figure 9: Shallow soil slump 

 
 
Copyright: GNS Science. Source: Hancox (2003). Figure 7 in the GNS report states “[t]ypical shallow 
soil ‘slump’ (top right) and a deep erosion gully (centre) formed high on the northern side of the Fly-by-
Wire (FBW) gully. The gully is about 2–3 m deep at the bottom where it joins the main channel just 
upstream of the FBW shed (Site 2, Fig. 2). The absence of similar but older geomorphic features in 
the area suggests that locally the flood was a very rare event, possibly with a return period of more 
than 100 years.” 

 
Figure 10: Gravel deposits in stream 

 
 
Copyright: GNS Science. Source: Hancox (2003). Figure 9 in the GNS report states “[v]iew looking 
down the lower Fly-by-Wire gully showing the extensive gravel deposits in the stream channel above 
the lower gorge (in the distance around the bend to the left).” 
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Figure 11: A deep erosion gully 

 
 
Copyright: GNS Science. Source: Hancox (2003). Figure 16 in the GNS report states “[v]iew of Site 7 
on Paekakariki Hill Road showing the deep erosion gully and large lobe of gravel debris formed at the 
bottom of a steep but normally dry gully. The lack of damage to trees inundated by gravel (lower left) 
suggests that this too was a debris flood event – not a debris flow. Note that the gravel debris lobe 
overlies material in the valley bottom, suggesting it was still forming after the flood in the main gully at 
the bottom had declined. This very deep erosion gully and large debris lobe is another example of the 
type of ground damage that suggests that the flood was a very rare event, as no old or ‘fossil’ features 
of a similar nature are visible in the present landscape in the area.” 
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Appendix 4: Options for planting in Waikakariki and Hairpin 
Gullies 

NUKP proposes that planting of native plants in both the Waikakariki and Hairpin 
Gullies would be undertaken primarily with the aim of supplying sources of seed. The 
seed would be transported by wind and birds within both catchments. Planting in 
clumps or groups is best for mutual support and shelter of seedlings. Locations would 
be scattered over both catchments with sites chosen for a good groundwater supply 
(for fast growth), shelter from prevailing winds and, in the case of wind-blown seed, a 
good strategic position so that seed is carried over the catchment. Generally, this 
would mean that sites would be close to the streams in the valleys and in the gullies 
where there is moisture and some shelter. Some plantings would be needed at 
higher levels just below the ridge tops. The size of the clumps and the exact species 
used would be dictated by the exposure to wind and sun, with larger groupings 
needed for the most exposed sites. Plantings in the valleys alongside the streams 
where there is good shelter are likely to consist of 10 seedlings of perhaps five 
different species at intervals of two metres; at the gully edges halfway to the ridgetop, 
clumps of 50 seedlings spaced at 1.5 metres; and at the top of the gullies, groups of 
100 would be more appropriate at 1 metre intervals. 
 
Determining the scale and timeframe for restoration is very difficult at this stage, 
given uncertainty about future ownership, the availability of funding support for 
planting and how the growing and planting of plants is undertaken. 
 
There are three groups surrounding Paekakariki that undertake restoration work. 
While recognising the sites are quite different, a variety of models have been used. 
For some plantings, plants have been purchased from commercial nurseries grown 
from eco-sourced seeds. Most plants have been planted by volunteers, but others 
have been planted by paid workers. Purchasing plants and paying planters is 
obviously the most costly option and would require grants money and/or subsidies.  
 
Since its beginnings in 1997, Nga Uruora has produced over 50,000 plants in its 
nurseries. Most have been planted by volunteers. Many of these plants have been 
planted on sites similar to the areas described in this report. Due to our learning over 
the years about what works and what does not, our success rates for plantings are 
consistently above 80%. Clearly, a major drought would reduce success in any 
particular planting season. 
 
Table 1 provides some indicative cost of a reasonably modest planting programme 
using commercially produced plants and paid planters, based on Nga Uruora’s 
experience of planting on the escarpment from 1997–2013. 
 
Table1: Indicative cost of planting, as at 2013 

 Plant cost Transport 
to site 

Planting Follow-up Total 

Flax and other plants 
in root trainers 

$2–3 $1 $3 $1 $7–8 

Trees in PB3s $3.50–5 $1 $3 $1 $8.50–10 
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For example, if 500 flax and other root trainer plants and 500 trees were purchased 
and planted each year by professional planters, the annual cost would be in the order 
of $8,000–9,000. If a total of 5,000 plants were the target each year, the annual cost 
would be closer to $40,000–45,000. However, if larger-scale planting was carried out, 
there may be some opportunity to reduce unit costs. Such planting would need to be 
funded from grants and/or subsidies. 
 
The costs of any planting programme could be considerably reduced should the 
plants be produced by local volunteers in our nurseries and planted by volunteers. 
Given the current availability of volunteers and on-going commitments to other local 
restoration projects, such a programme has to be relatively modest – perhaps 1,000–
2,000 plants per year.  
 
The gullies are also ideal for trialling the direct seeding of native trees. A number of 
restoration groups are trialling direct seeding, and we would learn from their 
experiences. 
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Appendix 5: Wider environmental benefits 

A number of wider environment benefits will arise from retiring the steeper parts of 
the Perkins escarpment from farming. These are hard to quantify without detailed 
study. However, two worth noting are improving stream quality and creating a carbon 
sink. 
 
Waikakariki and Hairpin Gullies both have permanent streams running through them, 
which flow out to sea through Paekakariki village. It is likely that retiring and restoring 
these catchments will assist in improving water quality in both streams. A report 
prepared for Nga Uruora on our restoration work suggests all streams along the 
Paekakariki escarpment potentially have high aquatic values in terms of their 
macroinvertebrate communities (Allan, Forsyth, Hunt and Menzies, 2006). While this 
will have benefits for both aquatic and bird life, the two streams could also provide an 
emergency water supply should Paekakariki’s main water supply be cut off in an 
emergency situation. 
 
Figure 12: Stream in AT Clark Reserve, Hairpin Gully 

 
 
Source: Paul Callister 

 
The will be some carbon sequestration as the previously farmed gullies slowly revert 
to mature forest. According to the Ministry of Primary Industries,5 the stock of carbon 
for pasture land is 11 tonnes per hectare. With reverting manuka/kanuka scrub, the 
increment per annum per year is estimated to be in the order of 7–9.2 tonnes. It is 
estimated that the stock in a 25-year-old stand of manuka/kanuka scrubland is 238 
tonnes per hectare. Stocks are higher again for mature podocarp forests. The 
restoration of the Perkins escarpment would make a small, but locally important, 
contribution to carbon sequestration. 

                                            
5 http://www.mpi.govt.nz/forestry/funding-programmes/permanent-forest-sink-initiative/carbon-
sequestration-rates 


